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In this paper, we prove that every sequence of solutions to the linear Schrödinger
equation, with bounded data in H˙1(Rd), d \ 3, can be written, up to a subsequence,
as an almost orthogonal sumof sequences of the type h −(d−2)/2n V((t−tn)/h
2
n , (x−xn)/
hn), where V is a solution of the linear Schrödinger equation, with a small remain-
der term in Strichartz norms. Using this decomposition, we prove a similar one for
the defocusing H1-critical nonlinear Schrödinger equation, assuming that the initial
data belong to a ball in the energy space where the equation is solvable. This
implies, in particular, the existence of an a priori estimate of the Strichartz norms in
terms of the energy. © 2001 Academic Press
Key Words: Schrödinger equations; Strichartz estimates; compactness; asympto-
tic analysis; a priori estimates.
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS
To study the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation
3 i“tv+12 Dv=F(v)
v(0, x)=j(x),
(1.1)
one uses a family of space-time estimates for the solutions of the associated
free problem
3 i“tv+12 Dv=0
v(0, x)=j(x),
(1.2)
classically called Strichartz inequalities.
The first inequality of this type was established by Segal [S] in the
context of the wave equations. This work is then generalized by Strichartz
in his famous paper [St] in connection with the work by Tomas on restric-
tion of Fourier transform [T].
A large amount of work has been devoted to this subject and much
progress was made in several directions. In [GV] Ginibre and Velo intro-
duced another point of view which was completely exploited by Yajima
in [Y] to provide a large set of inequalities for the linear Schrödinger
equation (1.2).
Strichartz estimates play an important role in the study of nonlinear
Schrödinger equations; for example it was the fundamental tool used by
Kato (see [K]) to establish some results of wellposedness for the sub-
critical Schrödinger equation.
As can be seen easily, the Strichartz estimates for the Schrödinger
equation (1.2) are not compact, due to the invariance of this equation
under some transformations. In this paper we will study this loss of com-
pactness. Actually we use a similar argument to this carried out in [Ge, BG]
in the context of Sobolev imbeddings and wave equations.
Finally, let us mention that for the sake of simplicity, we consider the case
of three spatial dimensions. Higher dimensions can be handled similarly.
Here, we list several basic notations which will be used throughout this
paper.
“t=“/“t;
N=(“x1 , “x2 , “x3 );
D=C
3
i=1
“2xi ;
H˙1(R3)=3u ¥SŒ : uˆ(t)=f(t)
|t|
, f ¥ L2(R3)4 ;
Lq(I, L r(R3))=3u(t, x) : 1 F
I
1 F
R
d
|u(t, x)| r dx2 q/rdt2 1/q <.4 , I … R;
B˙02,. (R
3)={u=u(x) : ||u||
2
B˙02,.
=sup
k ¥ Z
F
2k [ |t| [ 2k+1
|uˆ(t)|2 dt <+.}.
Here fˆ is the Fourier transform of f defined by
fˆ(t)=F
R
3
e −ixt f(x) dx. (1.3)
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For j ¥ H˙1(R3) the solution of (1.2) is given explicitly by v=e i(t/2) D j ¥
(C 5 L.)(Rt, H˙1(R3x)) and we have the conservation law
E0(v)(t) :=F
R
3
|Nv(t, x)|2 dx=E0(j). (1.4)
Other notations will be introduced when required.
First, we recall the main results related to Strichartz estimates in the
context of Schrödinger equation (see [CW, Y, GV] for more details).
Definition 1.1. (i) A pair (q, r) is L2-admissible, if r ¥ [2, 6[ and q
satisfies
2
q
+
3
r
=
3
2
. (1.5)
(ii) A pair (q, r) is H1-admissible, if r ¥ [6,+.[ and q satisfies
2
q
+
3
r
=
1
2
. (1.6)
The main result proved in [GV, Y] is the following
Proposition 1.2. Let (q, r) be an L2-admissible pair. There exists C=
C(r), such that
||e i (t/2) Dj; Lq(Rt, L r(R
3
x)|| [ C ||j||L2(R3) (1.7)
for every j ¥ L2(R3).
A direct consequence of Proposition 1.2, via Sobolev’s inequality, is the
following.
Proposition 1.3. Let (q, r) be an H1-admissible pair. There exists C=
C(r), such that
||e i (t/2) Dj; Lq(Rt, L r(R
3
x))|| [ C ||Nj||L2(R3) (1.8)
for every j ¥ H˙1(R3).
In the sequel, we will need also the following compactness result, which
is an easy consequence of the local smoothing effects ( see [S, CS, V]).
Proposition 1.4. The operator j- e i (t/2) Dj is compact from L2(R3) to
L2loc (R
4).
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Given x0 ¥ R3, t0 ¥ R, and h ¥ Rg+ we denote by yx0 , Sh, and Rt0 the
operators defined by
yx0j(x)=j(x−x0), Shj(x)=
1
`h
j 1 x
h
2 , Rt0j=e i (t0/2) Dj(x).
(1.9)
Let (xn)n \ 0 be a sequence of R3 and (tn)n \ 0 be a sequence of R both going
to infinity. Also, let (hn)n \ 0 be a sequence of R
g
+ going to 0. It is clear that
for every fixed function j ¥ H˙1(R3) the sequences (yxnj)n \ 0, (Shnj)n \ 0 and
(Rtnj)n \ 0 converge weakly to 0. However, for every H
1-admissible pair
(q, r) the LqL r norms of these sequences are equal to ||e i(t/2) Dj, Lq(R,
L r(R3))|| for every n. These sequences are not relatively compact in
Lq(R, L r(R3)). In fact, the invariance of Eq. (1.2) and the H˙1(R3) norm
under the transformations yx0 , Sh , and Rt0 generates a defect of compact-
ness in the estimates (1.8). Our main motivation in this paper is to give a
description of this defect of compactness.
Before stating our main result, we introduce some definitions.
Definition 1.5. (i) We call scale, every sequence h=(hn)n \ o of posi-
tive numbers and core, every sequence z=(zn)n \ 0=(tn, xn)n \ 0 … R×R3.
(ii) We say that two pairs (h, z) and (hŒ, zŒ) are orthogonal if
hn
h −n
+
h −n
hn
+: tn−t −n
(hn)2
:+: xn−x −n
hn
: |0
nQ. +.. (1.10)
Now, we are able to state the first result of this paper.
Theorem 1.6. Let (jn)n \ 0 be a bounded sequence in H˙1(R3). Let (vn)n \ 0
be the sequence of solutions to (1.2) with initial data vn(0, x)=jn(x). Then
there exist a subsequence (v −n) of (vn), a sequence (h
j)j \ 1 of scales, a
sequence (z j)j \ 1 of cores and a sequence (V j)j \ 1 of solutions to (1.2), such
that
(i) the pairs (h j, z j) are pairwise orthogonal;
(ii) for every l \ 1,
v −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
V j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2+w ln(t, x), (1.11)
with
lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||Lq(R, Lr(R3)) |0lQ. 0 (1.12)
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for every H1-admissible pair (q, r), and, for every l \ 1,
E0(v
−
n)=C
l
j=1
E0(V j)+E0(w
l
n)+o(1), nQ.. (1.13)
A few remarks are in order.
Remark 1.7. A similar result has been proved for wave equations by
Bahouri and P. Gérard [BG].
Using some refined Strichartz estimates, Merle and Vega [MV] proved a
similar result for the Schrödinger equation in two spatial dimensions for
L2(R2) data. Observe that, due to the Galilean invariance, lim suplQ.
lim supnQ. ||Nw
l
n ||Lq(Lr) ] 0 for an L2-admissible pairs (q, r). In fact, a refine-
ment of the estimates (1.7) similar to that proved in [MVV] and used by
Merle and Vega in [MV] is not available in three spatial dimensions.
However, some refinement of Sobolev’s inequalities, proved in [GMO],
allows us to deduce sharper versions of (1.8).
Remark 1.8. In the study of the nonlinear H1-critical Schrödinger
equation in three spatial dimensions
3 i“tu+12 Du=|u|4 u, x ¥ R3, t > 0
u(0, x)=u0 ¥ H˙1(R3),
(1.14)
the L10t, x(R
4) norm plays a fundamental role. In fact, if the lifespan T* of
the solution u(t, x) is finite, then ||u||L10([0, Tg[×R3) is infinite (see [CW]). So,
in order to establish global wellposedness for this Cauchy problem, it suf-
fices to get a uniform bound for ||u||L10(I×R3), where I is a unit time interval.
This fact is completely exploited by Bourgain to establish global wellpo-
sedness for this Cauchy problem in the radial case (see [B]).
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.6.
Corollary 1.9. Let (jn)n \ 0 be a sequence of H˙1(R3) satisfying
||jn ||H˙1(R3) [M and ||e i (t/2) Djn ||L10(R4) \ A. (1.15)
Then, there exist U solution of (1.2) and a sequence (xn, tn, hn)n \ 0 … R3×
R×Rg+ such that, up to a subsequence,
`hn e i
(h2n.+tn)
2
Djn(hn.+xn)E U weakly, (1.16)
with ||U||L10(R4) \ C(M, A).
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The second part of the paper deals with the defocusing H1-critical non-
linear Schrödinger equation
3 i“tu+12 Du=|u|4 u, x ¥ R3, t > 0
u(0, x)=j, j ¥ H˙1(R3).
(1.17)
Before going to the main subject, we summarize basic properties of the
Cauchy problem (1.17) (see, e.g, [CW])
• For every j ¥ H˙1(R3), there exists a unique maximal solution u(t, x)
of the IVP (1.17), with
u ¥ (C 5 L.)(]T*, T*[, H˙1(R3)), Nu ¥ Lqloc (]T*, T*[, L r(R3)) (1.18)
for every (q, r) pair L2-admissible.
• The solution u satisfies the following conservation law of energy
E(u(t)) := 14 F
R
3
|Nu(t, x)|2 dx+16 F
R
3
|u(t, x)|6 dx=E(j). (1.19)
• If T* or T* is finite, then we have ||Nu||Lq(]T*, T*[, Lr(R3))=., for every
L2-admissible pair (q, r) with r > 2.
Furthermore, the theory of small data asserts that there exists some l > 0,
such that if
||j||H˙1(R3) [ l, (1.20)
then there exists a unique maximal solution u(t, x) of the IVP (1.17), with
u ¥ (C 5 L.)(R, H˙1(R3)), Nu ¥ L10/3(R4). (1.21)
Definition 1.10. We define l0 as the supremum of l in (1.20), such
that the global existence for (1.17) holds, with u ¥ (C 5 L.)(R, H˙1(R3)),
Nu ¥ L10/3(R4) for all j satisfying (1.20).
In the ball ||j||H˙(R3) < l0 the evolution problem (1.17) admits a complete
scattering theory with respect to linear problem (1.2).
It is an open problem to prove that l0=., i.e., global wellposedness of
the IVP (1.17) for any data in H˙1(R3). Recently, Bourgain solved this
problem in the particular case of radially symmetrical data [B].
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The second result of the present paper uses Theorem 1.6 to provide a
decomposition similar to (1.11) for the solutions of (1.17). We begin by
introducing the following
Definition 1.11. Let (h, z) be a pair of scales-cores, such that the
quantity tn /h
2
n has a limit in [−.,+.], when n goes to the infinity. Let
V be a solution of linear Schrödinger equation (1.2). We say that U is the
nonlinear profile associated to W=(V, h, z) if U is the solution of the
nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1.17) satisfying
>N(U−V) 1 − tn
h2n
2>
L2(R3)
|0
nQ. 0. (1.22)
Let us consider now a sequence (un) of solutions to (1.17), such that
lim supnQ. ||un(0, .)||H˙1(R3) < l0 ( where l0 is given by Definition 1.10).
Under the above notations we have the following
Theorem 1.12. Let (v −n) be the subsequence of (vn) given by Theorem
1.6. Let (u −n) be the sequence of solutions to (1.17), with the same Cauchy
data at t=0 as v −n . Then
u −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
U j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2+w ln(t, x)+r ln(t, x), (1.23)
with
lim sup
nQ.
(sup
t ¥ R
E(r ln(t, .))+||r
l
n ||L10(R4)+||Nr
l
n ||L10/3(R4))|0lQ. 0, (1.24)
where V j, h j, z j, w ln are as in (1.11) and U
j is the nonlinear profile associated
to (V j, h j, z j).
Remark 1.13. Using the decomposition of the solutions to 2D linear
Schrödinger equation proved by Merle and Vega in [MV] we may prove a
similar decomposition as Theorem 1.12 for the global solutions of the
L2-critical nonlinear Schrödinger equations in two spatial dimensions.
Finally, as a consequence of Theorem 1.12, we obtain the following a
priori estimates.
Corollary 1.14. There exists a nondecreasing function A : [0, l0[Q
[0,.[, such that for every solution u to (1.17), with ||Nu(0, .)||L2(R3) < l0 , we
have
||Nu||L10/3(R4)+||u||L10(R4) [ A(||Nu(0, .)||L2(R3)). (1.25)
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove
Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.9. Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of
Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 1.14.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6
In what follows positive constants will be denoted by C and will change
from line to line. If necessary, by C(a, ..., a) we denote positive constants
depending only on the quantities appearing in parentheses.
The proof is divided into three steps.
Step 1. This first step is devoted to the determination of the family of
scales. We start with some general results of decomposition of bounded
sequences in L2(R3). We recall some definitions and results (for more
details, the reader is referred to [Ge, BG]).
Definition 2.1. Let f=(fn)n \ 0 be a bounded sequence of L2(R3) and
h=(hn)n \ 0 a scale.
(i) We say that f is h-oscillatory if
lim sup
nQ.
1F
hn |t| [ (1/R)
|fˆn(t)|2 dt+F
hn |t| \ R
|fˆn(t)|2 dt2 |0RQ. 0. (2.1)
(ii) We say that f is h-singular if, for every b > a > 0, we have
F
a [ hn |t| [ b
|fˆn(t)|2 dt|0nQ. 0. (2.2)
Definition 2.2. We say that two scales h=(hn) and h˜=(h˜n) are
orthogonal (we note h + h˜) if
hn
h˜n
+
h˜n
hn
|0
nQ. +.. (2.3)
The following remark will be useful.
Remark 2.3. (i) Let h=(hn)n \ 0 be a scale. Let f and g be two
bounded sequences in L2(R3), such that f is h-oscillatory and g is
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h-singular. Then, via Plancherel’s inversion formula and Cauchy–Schwartz
inequality, they are decoupled in infinity, in the sense
F
R
3
fn(x) g¯n(x) dx|0nQ. 0. (2.4)
From (2.4), it follows that
||fn+gn ||
2
L2(R3)=||gn ||
2
L2(R3)+||fn ||
2
L2(R3)+o(1), nQ+.. (2.5)
(ii) Let h=(hn)n \ 0 be a scale and f a bounded sequence in L2(R3),
such that f is h-oscillatory. Then f is h˜-singular for every scale h˜ orthogonal
to h.
The main result related to the above notations is the following
Proposition 2.4. Let f be a bounded sequence in L2(R3). Then there
exist a subsequence fŒ of f, a family (h j)j \ 1 of pairwise orthogonal scales and
a family (g j)j \ 1 of bounded sequences in L2(R3), such that
(i) for every j, g j is h j-oscillatory;
(ii) for every l \ 1 and x ¥ R3,
f −n(x)=C
l
j=1
g jn(x)+R
l
n(x), (2.6)
where (R ln) is h
j-singular for every j ¥ {1, ..., l}, and
lim sup
nQ.
||R ln ||B˙ 02,. |0lQ. 0; (2.7)
(iii) for every l \ 1,
||f −n ||
2
L2(R3)= C
l
j=1
||g jn ||
2
L2(R3)+||R
l
n ||
2
L2(R3)+o(1), nQ+.. (2.8)
Applying Proposition 2.4 to the sequence (Njn)n \ 0, we obtain a family
of scales (h j)j \ 1 and a family (j j)j \ 1 of bounded sequences in H˙1(R3), such
that
j −n(x)=C
l
j=1
j jn(x)+F
l
n(x), (2.9)
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where (Nj jn) is h
j-oscillatory for every j \ 1, (NF ln) is h j-singular for every
j ¥ {1, 2, ..., l}, and
lim sup
nQ.
||NF ln ||B˙ 02,. |0lQ. 0. (2.10)
Furthermore, the following almost orthogonality identity holds
E0(j
−
n)=C
l
j=1
E0(j
j
n)+E0(F
l
n)+o(1), nQ. (2.11)
for every l \ 1. To (2.9) corresponds a decomposition of (v −n) solutions of (1.2)
v −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
p jn(t, x)+q
l
n(t, x). (2.12)
From (1.4) and (2.11 ), we infer
E0(v
−
n)=C
l
j=1
E0(p
j
n)+E0(q
l
n)+o(1), nQ. (2.13)
for every l \ 1.
The proof of smallness of the remainder term q ln in Strichartz norm is
based on the following refined Sobolev inequality.
Proposition 2.5 [GMO]. For every f ¥ H˙1(R3), we have
||f||L6(R3) [ C ||Nf||
(1/3)
L2(R3)
||Nf||
(2/3)
B˙ 02,.
. (2.14)
If q is a solution of (1.2) then sk(D)q is also solution to the same equa-
tion, where sk(t)=1{2k [ |t| [ 2k+1}(t). The conservation law for all sk(D)q,
k ¥ Z, implies
||Nq(t)||B˙ 02,.=||Nq(0)||B˙ 02,. . (2.15)
Applying (2.15) to q ln , we obtain
||Nq ln ||L.(R, B˙ 02,.)=||NF
l
n ||B˙ 02,. . (2.16)
Putting together (2.10) and (2.16), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||Nq ln ||L.(R, B˙ 02,.) |0lQ. 0. (2.17)
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However, (2.14) yields
lim sup
nQ.
||q ln ||L.(R, L6) [ C lim sup
nQ.
E0(q
l
n)
1
6 lim sup
nQ.
||Nq ln ||
(2/3)
L.(R, B˙ 02,.)
.
(2.18)
Also , from (2.13), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
E0(q
l
n) [ lim sup
nQ.
E0(v
−
n) [ lim sup
nQ.
E0(j
−
n) [ C (2.19)
for every l \ 1. Combining (2.18) and (2.19), we infer
lim sup
nQ.
||q ln ||L.(R, L6) |0lQ. 0. (2.20)
Let (s, r) be a H1-admissible pair. By interpolation inequality we obtain
||q ln ||Ls(R, Lr) [ ||q ln ||aL.(R, L6) ||q ln ||
b
Ls˜(R, Lr˜)
, (2.21)
where
s˜=
s(r−3)
r
, r˜=(2r−6), b=11− 3
r
2 , a=3
r
. (2.22)
It is easy to check that the pair (s˜, r˜ ) is H1-admissible. Therefore, via
Strichartz estimates (1.8), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||q ln ||Ls˜(R, Lr˜) [ C lim sup
nQ.
E0(q
l
n)
1/2 [ C lim sup
nQ.
E0(vn)1/2 [ C.
(2.23)
Thus, we obtain finally
lim sup
nQ.
||q ln ||Ls(R, Lr) |0lQ. 0 (2.24)
for every H1-admissible pair (s, r).
Step 2. This step is devoted to the determination of the families of
cores (z j)j \ 1 and profiles (V j)j \ 1. We denote by 1 the scale with all terms
equal to 1. Our main tool is the following
Proposition 2.6. Let P=(Pn)n \ 0 be a sequence of solutions to (1.2),
such that (NPn(0, .))n \ 0 is bounded in L2(R3) and 1-oscillatory. Then there
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exist a subsequence (P −n) of (Pn), a family (z
a)a \ 1=(ta, xa)a \ 1 … R×R3 of
cores and a family (Va)a \ 1 of solutions to (1.2), such that
(i) for every a ] b, |zan −zbn ||0nQ. +.;
(ii) for every A \ 1, every x ¥ R3 and t ¥ R, we have
P −n(t, x)=C
A
a=1
Van(t− t
a
n , x−x
a
n)+P
A
n (t, x), (2.25)
with
lim sup
nQ.
||PAn ||Ls(R, Lr(R3)) |0AQ. 0 (2.26)
for every H1- admissible pair (s, r), and
E0(P
−
n)=C
A
a=1
E0(Va)+E0(P
A
n )+o(1), nQ.. (2.27)
Proof. Let V(P) be the set of solutions to (1.2) obtained as weak limits
in L.(Rt, H˙1(R
3
x)) of subsequences of translated (Pn(.+sn, .+yn)) of P.
We denote
g(P)=sup{E0(V)
1
2 : V ¥V(P)}. (2.28)
Clearly
g(P) [ lim sup
nQ.
E0(Pn)
1
2 . (2.29)
We shall prove that for every sequence P there exist a sequence (Va)a \ 1 of
V(P) and a family (san , y
a
n) … R×R3, such that
a ] bS |san −sbn |+|yan −ybn ||0nQ. ., (2.30)
and, up to extracting a subsequence, the sequence (Pn)n \ 0 can be written as
Pn(s, y)=C
A
a=1
Va(s−san , y−y
a
n)+P
A
n (t, x), g(P
A)|0
AQ. 0, (2.31)
with the almost orthogonality identity
E0(Pn)=C
A
a=1
E0(Va)+E0(P
A
n )+o(1), nQ.. (2.32)
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Indeed, if g(P)=0, we can take Va — 0 for all a, otherwise we choose
V1 ¥V(P), such that
E0(V1)
1
2 \ 12 g(P) > 0. (2.33)
By definition, there exists some sequence (s1n , y
1
n) of R×R
3, such that, up
to extracting a subsequence, we have
Pn(.+s
1
n , .+y
1
n)E V
1(s, y). (2.34)
We set
P1n(s, y)=Pn(s, y)−V
1(s−s1n , y−y
1
n). (2.35)
Since P1n(.+s
1
n , .+y
1
n)E 0 we get
E0(Pn)=E0(V1)+E0(P
1
n)+o(1), nQ.. (2.36)
Now, we replace P by P1 and repeat the same process. If g(P1) > 0 we get
V2, (s2n , y
2
n) and P
2. Moreover, we have
|s1n−s
2
n |+|y
1
n−y
2
n |0., nQ., (2.37)
otherwise, up to extracting of subsequence, P1n(.+s
2
n , .+y
2
n) converge
weakly to 0, which implies that V2=0, therefore g(P1)=0 , a contradic-
tion. An argument of iteration and orthogonal extraction allows us to
construct the family (san , y
a
n) and (V
a)a \ 1 satisfying the claims (2.30) and
(2.32). Furthermore, the convergence of the series ;a \ 1 E0(Va) implies that
E0(Va)|0aQ. 0. (2.38)
However, by construction, we have
g(Pa)2 [ E0(Va−1) (2.39)
which proves (2.31). To complete the proof of Proposition 2.4, (2.26)
remains to be proved. This is the subject of the next paragraph.
First, let us remark that if we apply the operator sR(D), where sR=
1{|t| [ 1/R } 2 {|t| \ R}, R > 0, to both sides of (2.35) we get
E0(sR(D) Pn)=E0(sR(D) V1)+E0(sR(D) P
1
n)+o(1), nQ..
(2.40)
By iteration, we infer
E0(sR(D) Pn)=C
A
a=1
E0(sR(D) Va)+E0(sR(D) P
A
n )+o(1), nQ..
(2.41)
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From (2.41), we conclude that
lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R } 2 {|t| \ R}
|t|2 |PˆAn (0, t)|
2 dt
[ lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R } 2 { |t| \ R}
|t|2 |Pˆn(0, t)|2 dt (2.42)
for every A \ 1 and very R > 0. In particular, (NPA) is 1-oscillatory, for
every A \ 1 (remember that, by hypothesis, (NPn(0, .))n \ 0 is 1-oscillatory).
Let us now summarize the properties of the family (PA)A \ 1.
(i) For every A \ 1, PA is uniformly (on n and A) bounded energy
solutions to (1.2).
(ii) For every A \ 1 and every R > 0,
lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R } 2 { |t| \ R}
|t|2 |PˆAn (0, t)|
2 dt
[ lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R } 2 { |t| \ R}
|t|2 |Pˆn(0, t)|2 dt. (2.43)
(iii) Let
g(PA)|0
AQ. 0. (2.44)
Using these properties, we shall prove that
lim sup
nQ.
||PAn ||L.(R, L6(R3)) |0AQ. 0, (2.45)
and by an interpolation inequality we shall get (2.26), for every H1-admis-
sible pair (s, r). We start by introducing a family of functions qR(t, x)=
q1R(t) ·q
2
R(x) in S(Rt×R
3
x) satisfying the following properties:˛ |q˜1R |+|qˆ2R | [ 2,Supp(qˆ2R) … 3 12R [ |t| [ 2R4 ,
qˆ2R — 1 for
1
R
[ |t| [ R,
q˜1R 1 − |t|22 2=1 on Supp(qˆ2R).
(2.46)
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Here ^ denotes the partial Fourier transform in x and ~ denotes the partial
Fourier transform in t. One has
||PAn ||L.t (L6x(R3)) [ ||qR f PAn ||L.t (R, L6x(R3))+||(d−qR) f PAn ||L.t (R, L6x(R3)), (2.47)
where * denotes the convolution in (t, x) and d denotes theDirac distribution.
Control of ||qR f PAn ||L.t (L6x). We have
||qR f PAn ||L.t (R, L6x(R3)) [ ||qR f PAn ||
1/3
L.t (L
2
x(R
3))
||qR f PAn || 2/3L.t, x(R4). (2.48)
The function qR f PAn is solution to (1.2) and the L2-conservation law gives
||qR f PAn ||2L.t (L2x(R3))=||(qR f P
A
n )(0, .)||
2
L2x(R
3)
=
1
(2p)3
||FxQ t (qR f PAn (0, .))(t)||2L2t (R3) . (2.49)
On the other hand, we write
qR f PAn (0, x)=F
Rs
q1R(−s) F
R
3
y
q2R(x−y) P
A
n (s, y) dy ds. (2.50)
By Plancherel inversion formula, we get
qR f PAn (0, x)=
1
(2p)3
F
Rs
q1R(−s) F
R
3
t
qˆ2R(−t) Pn
A(s, .)5 (−t) e −ixt dt ds.
(2.51)
Since PnA(s, .)5 (−t)=e −i(s/2) |t|
2
PnA(s, .)5 (−t) we infer
qR f PAn (0, x)=
1
(2p)3
F
R
3
t
q˜1R 1 − |t|22 2 qˆ2R(t) PnA(0, .)5 (t) e ixt dt ds,
=F −1tQ x 5q˜1R 1 − |t|22 2 qˆ2R(t) PnA(s, .)5 (t)6 (x).
(2.52)
Consequently
FxQ t (qR f PAn (0, .))(t)=q˜1R 1 − |t|22 2 qˆ2R(t) PnA(s, .)5 (t). (2.53)
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Using the properties of qR listed in (2.46), (2.49), and (2.53) we get
||qR f PAn ||L.(L2) [ C1(R) ||tPnA(s, .)5 ||L2 [ C1(R) E0(PAn )
1
2 , (2.54)
where C1(R) is an R-dependent constant. Now, observe that
lim sup
nQ.
||qR f PAn ||L.(R4)= sup
(sn, yn)
lim sup
nQ.
|qR f PAn (sn, yn)|. (2.55)
Then, in view of the definition of V(PA), we obtain
lim sup
nQ.
||qR f PAn ||L.(R4)
[ sup 3 : F
R
F
R
3
qR(− t, −x) V(t, x) dx dt: , V ¥V(PA)4 . (2.56)
Therefore, by Hölder’s inequality, it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||qR f PAn ||L.(R4) [ C2(R) sup{||V||L.(L6), V ¥V(PA)}. (2.57)
Here C2(R)=||qR, L
1
t (L
6/5
x )|| is a quantity which depends only on R. Since
||V||L.(L6) [ CE0(V)
1
2 [ Cg(PA) (2.58)
for every V ¥V(PA), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||qR f PAn ||L.t, x(R4) [ C2(R) g(PA) (2.59)
for every A \ 1. Putting together (2.48), (2.54), and (2.59), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||qR f PAn ||L.(L6) [ C(R) g(PA)
2
3 lim sup
nQ.
E0(P
A
n )
1
6 . (2.60)
Control of ||(d−qR) f PAn ||L.(L6). The function (d−qR) f PA is a solution
to (1.2). We have, in view of estimate (1.8),
||(d−qR) f PAn ||2L.(R, L6(R3)) [ CE0((d−qR) f PAn ). (2.61)
By Plancherel and (2.53 ), we get
E0((d−qR) f PAn )=
1
(2p)3
F
R
3
t
|t|2 | PnA(s, .)5 (t) 51− q˜1R 1− |t|22 2 qˆ2R(t)6:2 dt.
(2.62)
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Observe that, by (2.46), the quantity [1− q˜1R(− |t|
2/2) qˆ2R(t)] is equal to
zero for 1R [ |t| [ R and uniformly bounded by 3. Consequently,
lim sup
nQ.
||(d−qR) f PAn ||2L.(R, L6(R3))
[ C lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R} 2 { |t| \ R}
|t|2 |PˆAn (0, t)|
2 dt. (2.63)
Hence, by (2.43), we infer
lim sup
nQ.
||(d−qR) f PAn ||2L.(R, L6(R3))
[ C lim sup
nQ.
F
{|t| [ 1/R} 2 { |t| \ R}
|t|2 |Pˆn(0, t)|2 dt. (2.64)
Conclusion. From estimates (2.60) and (2.64), we obtain
lim sup
nQ.
||PAn ||
2
L.(L6)
[ C lim sup
nQ.
1 F
{|t| [ 1/R} 2 {|t| \ R}
|t|2 Pˆn(0, t)|2 dt
+C(R) g(PA)
4
3 E0(P
A
n )
1
3 2 . (2.65)
Now, we let A go to infinity, then R go to infinity and using the fact that
g(PA)|0
AQ. 0, that the family of sequences (NP
A
n (0, .)) are uniformly bounded
in L2(R3) and 1-oscillatory, we obtain
lim sup
nQ.
||PAn ||L.(L6) |0AQ. 0 (2.66)
as claimed. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6. L
Step 3. End of the Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let us come back to the
decomposition (2.12). We set
P jn(s, y)=`h jn p jn((h jn)2 s, h jn y). (2.67)
Since the sequence (Np jn(0, .))n \ 0 is bounded in L
2(R3) and h j-oscillatory,
the sequence (NP jn(0, .))n \ 0 is bounded and 1-oscillatory. For every j \ 1,
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Proposition 2.6 provides a family (V (j, a))a \ 1 of solutions to (1.2) and a
family (s (j, a)n , y
(j, a)
n )a \ 1 … R×R3, such that
P jn(t, x)=C
Aj
a=1
V (j, a)(t−s (j, a)n , x−y
(j, a)
n )+P
(j, Aj)
n (t, x), (2.68)
where (2.26) and (2.27) hold. In terms of p jn , the identity (2.68) becomes
p jn=C
Aj
a=1
1
`h jn
V (j, a) 1 t− t (j, a)n
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x (j, a)n
h jn
2+w(j, Aj)n (t, x), (2.69)
where
x (j, a)n =h
j
n y
a
n , t
(j, a)
n =(h
j
n)
2 san , w
(j, A)
n (t, x)=
1
`h jn
P (j, A)n 1 t(h jn)2 , xh jn 2 .
(2.70)
Summing (2.12) and (2.69), it follows that
v −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1 CAj
a=1
1
`h jn
V (j, a) 1 t− t (j, a)n
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x (j, a)n
h jn
2+w(j, Aj)n (t, x) 2
+q ln(t, x). (2.71)
Equation (2.71) can be rewritten as
v −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1 CAj
a=1
1
`h jn
V (j, a) 1 t− t (j, a)n
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x (j, a)n
h jn
22+w(l, A1, ..., Al)n ,
(2.72)
where
w (l, A1, ..., Al)n (t, x)=C
l
j=1
w (j, Aj)n (t, x)+q
l
n(t, x). (2.73)
We enumerate the pairs (j, a) by w satisfying
w(j, a) < w(k, b) if j+a < k+b or j+a=k+b and j < k.
(2.74)
We have three points to investigate.
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(i) The family (h j, z j) are pairwise orthogonal. Indeed, we have two
possibilities.
• The two pairs (h j, z j) and (hk, zk) are in the form (h j, z j)=
(h i, z (a, i)) , (hk, zk)=(hm, z (b, m)) with i ] m. In this case the orthogonality
of the two scales follows from the fact that
: h in
hmn
:+: hmn
h in
: |0
nQ. +., (2.75)
which is trivial because the scales (h j)j \ 1 are pairwise orthogonal.
• The two pairs (h j, z j) and (hk, zk) are in the form (h j, z j)=
(hm, z (a, m)) , (hk, zk)=(hm, z (b, m)) with a ] b. In this case the orthogonality
reads
: tan −tbn
(hmn )
2
:+: xan −xbn
hmn
:|0+.
nQ.
(2.76)
In view of the transformation (2.70), the statement (2.76) is equivalent to
|san −s
b
n |+|y
a
n −y
b
n ||0+.
nQ.
(2.77)
which is (i) of Proposition 2.6.
(ii) The almost orthogonality identity (1.13) is satisfied. Indeed,
combining (2.13) and (2.27), we obtain
E0(v
−
n)= C
l
j=1
1 CAj
a=1
E0(V(j, a))+E0(w
(j, Aj)
n )2+E0(q ln)+o(1), nQ.
= C
l
j=1
1 CAj
a=1
E0(V(j, a))2+E0(w(l, A1, ..., Al)n )+o(1), nQ.. (2.78)
The latter equality follows from (2.73) and Remark 2.3.
(iii) The last point which remains to be checked is the convergence of
the remainder w (l, A1, ..., Al)n to zero in the Strichartz norms. We begin by the
case q=r=10. In view of the adopted enumeration we have to prove that
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L10(R4) 0 0 as inf
1 [ j [ l
{l, j+Aj}Q..
(2.79)
Let e > 0 be a small arbitrary number. Take l0, such that, for every l \ l0
lim sup
nQ.
||q ln ||L10(R4) [
e
3
. (2.80)
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For every l \ l0, there exists Bl, such that Aj \ Bl, for every j ¥ {1, ..., l}
lim sup
nQ.
||wAjn ||L10(R4) [
e
3l
. (2.81)
The remainder can be rewritten in the form
w (l, A1, ..., Al)n =q
l
n+ C
1 [ j [ l
w (j, Aj KBl)n +S
(l, A1, ..., Al)
n , (2.82)
where
S (l, A1, ..., Al)n = C
1 [ j [ l
Aj < Bl
(w (j, Aj)n −w
(j, Bl)
n ). (2.83)
However, (2.69) yields
w (j, Aj)n −w
(j, Bl)
n = C
Aj < a [ Bl
1
`h jn
V (j, a) 1 t− t (j, a)n
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x (j, a)n
h jn
2. (2.84)
Hence,
S (l, A1, ..., Al)n = C
1 [ j [ l
Aj < Bl
C
Aj < a [ Bl
1
`h jn
V (j, a) 1 t− t (j, a)n
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x (j, a)n
h jn
2.
(2.85)
From (2.80) and (2.81), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L10(R4) [
2e
3
+lim sup
nQ.
||S (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L10(R4). (2.86)
Now, we need the following
Lemma 2.7. Let (h j, z j) be a family of pairwise orthogonal scales-cores
and (V j) a family of functions in L10(R4) . Then, for every l \ 1, we have
> Cl
j=1
1
`h jn
V j 1 .− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
.−x jn
h jn
2>10
L10(R
4)
|0
nQ. C
l
j=1
||V j||
10
L10(R4)
. (2.87)
Proof. Denote
V jn(t, x)=
1
`h jn
V j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2 . (2.88)
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We have to prove that
In=F
R
4
V j1n V
j2
n V
j3
n V
j4
n V
j5
n V
j6
n V
j7
n V
j8
n V
j9
n V
j10
n dx dt|0nQ. 0, (2.89)
where 1 [ jk [ l and at least two jk’s different. Assume, for example that
j1 ] j2. By Hölder’s inequality, we estimate
|In | [ C ||V j1n V j2n ||L5(R4), (2.90)
where C=<10k=3 ||V jk||L10(R4). Let us compute the right-hand side of (2.90),
||V j1n V
j2
n ||
5
L5
=
1
(h j1n h
j2
n )
5/2 F
R
F
R
3
|V j1|5 1 t− t j1n
(h j1n )
2 ,
x−x j1n
h j1n
2|V j2|5 1 t− t j2n
(h j2n )
2 ,
x−x j2n
h j2n
2 dx dt.
(2.91)
The orthogonality of (h j1, z j1), (h j2, z j2) means that
either
h j1n
h j2n
+
h j2n
h j1n
|0
nQ. +. or h
j1=hj2 and : t j1n −t j2n
(h j1n )
2
:+: x j1n −x j2n
h j1n
:|0
nQ. +..
(2.92)
Without loss of generality we can assume that V j1, V j2 are continuous and
compactly supported.
• If (h j1n /h
j2
n +h
j2
n /h
j1
n )|0nQ. +., then either h j1n /h j2n |0nQ. +. or h j2n /
h j1n |0nQ. . We assume that h
j1
n /h
j2
n |0nQ. +. ( the other case is symmetrical).
A change of variables x=h j1n y+x
j1
n , t=(h
j1
n )
2 s+t j1n gives
||V j1n V
j2
n ||
5
L5
=F
R
1h j1n
h j2n
25/2 F
R
3
|V j1|5 (s, y) |V j2|51 (h j1n )2
(h j2n )
2 s+
t j1n −t
j2
n
(h j2n )
2 ,
h j1n
h j2n
y+
x j1n −x
j2
n
h j2n
2 dx dt.
Since V j1, V j2 are assumed to be continuous and compactly supported, we
infer
||V j1n V
j2
n ||
5
L5=O 11 h j1nh j2n 2
5/22|0
nQ. 0. (2.93)
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• If hj1=hj2, and by the same change of variables as above, we get
||V j1n V
j2
n ||
5
L5=F
R
F
R
3
|V j1|5 (s, y) |V j2|5 1 s+t j1n −t j2n
(h j2n )
2 , y+
x j1n −x
j2
n
h j2n
2 dx dt.
(2.94)
Since |t j1n −t
j2
n /(h
j1
n )
2 |+|x j1n −x
j2
n /h
j1
n ||0nQ. +., the previous integral goes
to 0.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. L
Remark 2.8. Using the elementary inequality
> Cl
j=1
aj :10/3− Cl
j=1
|aj |10/3 : [ Cl C
j ] k
|aj | |ak |7/3 (2.95)
and arguing in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.7, we prove that
> N 1 Cl
j=1
1
`h jn
V j 1 .− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
.−x jn
h jn
22>10/3
L10/3(R4)
|0
nQ. C
l
j=1
||NV j||
10/3
L10/3(R4)
.
(2.96)
We return to the proof of (2.79). From Lemma 2.7, we infer
lim sup
nQ.
||S (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||
10
L10(R4)
= C
1 [ j [ l
Aj < Bl
C
Aj < a [ Bl
||V (j, a)||
10
L10
. (2.97)
Moreover, by Strichatz estimates (1.8), it follows that
C
1 [ j [ l
Aj < Bl
C
Aj < a [ Bl
||V (j, a)||
10
L10
[ C
1 [ j [ l
Aj < Bl
C
Aj < a [ Bl
E0(V (j, a))5 [ C
(j, a)
E0(V(a, j))5.
(2.98)
On the other hand the identity (2.78) implies that ;(j, a) E0(V (a, j)) are
convergent, so that the right-hand side of (2.98) is finite. Thus,
1 C
(j, a)
a > Aj , 1 [ j [ l
||V (j, a)||
10
L10
2 1/10 [ e
3
. (2.99)
for inf1 [ j [ l{l, j+Aj} large enough. Combined with (2.86) and (2.97), the
inequality (2.99) gives
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L10(R4) [ e (2.100)
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for inf1 [ j [ l{l, j+Aj} large enough. Since e is an arbitrary small number,
we conclude that
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L10(R4) 0 0 (2.101)
when inf{l, j+Aj, 1 [ j [ l} goes to infinity, which is (2.79).
Now it remains to prove the same result to (2.101) with the
Lq(R, L r(R3)) norms for every H1-admissible pair (q, r). For this it is
enough to prove
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L.(L6) |0lQ. 0 (2.102)
and complete the proof by an interpolation argument. The claim (2.102)
will follow from the following
Lemma 2.9. For every solution V to the linear Schrödinger equation (1.2)
we have
||V||L.(L6) [ ||V||
2/3
L10(R4)
||NV||
1/3
L 10/3 (R4)
. (2.103)
Proof. Take V a solution to (1.2). Since
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|6 dx=−6 ReF.
t
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|4 V(t, x) “tV(t, x) dx dt,
(2.104)
and “tV(t, x))=i 12 DV, it follows that
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|6 dx=3 Im 1F.
t
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|4 V(t, x) DV(t, x) dx dt2.
(2.105)
An integration by parts in the variable x gives
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|6 dx=3 Im 1F.
t
F
R
3
N(|V|4) VNV dx dt2
=6 Im 1F.
t
F
R
3
VV3 (NV)2 dx dt 2. (2.106)
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Thus, we infer
F
R
3
|V(t, x)|6 dx [ C F+.
−.
F
R
3
|V|4 |NV|2 dx dt [ C ||V||4L10(R4) ||NV||2L 10/3 (R4) ,
(2.107)
which yields (2.103). L
By Lemma 2.9, we have
lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||L.(L6)
[ C lim sup
nQ.
||w (l, A1, ..., Al)n ||
2/3
L10(R4)
lim sup
nQ.
E0(w
(l, A1, ..., Al)
n )
1
6 . (2.108)
However, in view of (2.78), we have
E0(w
(l, A1, ..., Al)
n ) [ lim sup
nQ.
E0(v
−
n) [ C. (2.109)
Summing (2.101), (2.108), and (2.109), (2.102) follows. This concludes the
proof of Theorem 1.6. L
Proof of Corollary 1.9. Let (jn)n \ 0 be a sequence of H˙1(R3) satisfying
(1.15). According to Theorem 1.6, the sequence (e i(t/2) Djn)n \ 0 can be
written, up to a subsequence, as
e i (t/2) Djn(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
V j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2+w ln(t, x) (2.110)
with
lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||L10(R4) |0lQ. 0 (2.111)
and
E0(e i (t/2) Djn)=C
l
j=1
E0(V j)+E0(w
l
n)+o(1), nQ. (2.112)
for every l \ 1. We denote
V jn(t, x)=
1
`h jn
V j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2. (2.113)
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From Lemma 2.7, it follows that
lim
nQ.
> Cl
j=1
V jn>10
L10(R4)
=C
l
j=1
||V j||
10
L10(R4)
(2.114)
for every l \ 1. However,
lim sup
nQ.
>e i (t/2) Djn− Cl
j=1
V jn>
L10(R4) [ lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||L10(R4) |0lQ. 0.
(2.115)
Thereby,
||e i (t/2) Djn ||
10
L10(R4)
|0
nQ. C
.
j=1
||V j||
10
L10(R4)
. (2.116)
On the one hand, via Stricharz estimates, we have
C
j \ 1
||V j||
10
L10(R4)
[ C sup{||V j||8L10(R4) , j \ 1} C
j \ 1
E0(V j). (2.117)
On the other hand , from (1.12), we get
C
j \ 1
E0(V j) [ lim sup
nQ.
E0(jn) [M2. (2.118)
Therefore,
sup {||V j||8L10(R4) , j \ 1} \
A10
M2
. (2.119)
In particular, there exists j0, such that
||V j0||8L10(R4) \
A10
2M2
. (2.120)
A change of variables x=h j0n y+x
j0
n , t=(h
j0
n )
2 s+t j0n gives
`h j0n e i ((h
j0
n )
2s+tj0n )/2 Djn(h
j0
n y+x
j0
n )
=V j0n (s, y)+ C
1 [ j [ l
j ] j0
V˜ j(s, y)+w˜ ln(s, y), (2.121)
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where
V˜ jn(s, y)== h j0nh jn V j 1 (h
j0
n )
2
(h jn)
2 s+
t j0n −t
j
n
(h jn)
2 ,
h j0n
h jn
y+
x j0n −x
j
n
h jn
2,
w˜ ln(s, y)=`h j0n w ln((h j0n )2 s+t j0n , h j0n y+x j0n ).
(2.122)
As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, the pairwise orthogonality of the family of
scales-cores implies
V˜ jn E 0 weakly (2.123)
for every j ] j0. Then
`h j0n e i ((h
j0
n )
2.+t j0n )/2 Dj(h j0n .+x
j0
n )E V
j0+w˜ l, (2.124)
where the w˜ l denote the weak limit of (w˜ ln)n \ 0. However, we have
||w˜ l||L10(R4) [ lim sup
nQ.
||w˜ ln ||L10(R4) |0lQ. 0. (2.125)
Thereby, by uniqueness of weak limit, we get
w˜ l=0 (2.126)
for every l \ j0. So that
`h j0n e i ((h
j0
n )
2.+t j0n )/2 Dj(h j0n .+x
j0
n )E V
j0. (2.127)
The sequence (x j0n , t
j0
n , h
j0
n )n \ 0 and the function V
j0 fulfill the conditions of
Corollary 1.9. L
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.12
Let us first restate the problem. Let (jn)n \ 0 be a bounded sequence in
H˙1(R3), such that lim supnQ. ||un(0, .)||H˙1(R3) < l0 (where l0 is given by
Definition 1.10). Let (vn)n \ 0 (resp. (un)n \ 0) the sequence of solutions to
(1.2) (resp. to (1.17)) with initial data (jn)n \ 0. Theorem 1.6 provides a
decomposition of (vn)n \ 0 for a subsequence (v
−
n) of (vn) in the form
v −n(t, x)=C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
V j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2+w ln(t, x), (3.1)
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where (V j) is a family of solutions to (1.2) , (h j, z j)j \ 1 is a pairwise
orthogonal family of scales-cores, and the remainder w ln satisfies
lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||L10(R4) |0lQ. 0. (3.2)
Also, the following almost orthogonality identity holds
E0(v
−
n)=C
l
j=1
E0(V j)+E0(w
l
n)+o(1), nQ.. (3.3)
Let (u −n) be the sequence of solutions of (1.17), with the same Cauchy data
at t=0 as v −n and U
j the nonlinear profile associated to (V j, h j, z j) for every
j \ 1. Observe that, in view of (3.3), E0(V j) < l20 and then the nonlinear
profile U j is globally well defined. We set
r ln(t, x)=u
−
n(t, x)− C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
U (j) 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2−w ln(t, x). (3.4)
Our purpose is to prove that
lim sup
nQ.
(sup
t ¥ R
E(r ln(t, .))+||r
l
n ||L10(R4)+||Nr
l
n ||L 10/3 (R4))|0lQ. 0. (3.5)
The following notations will be used˛ p(z)=|z|4 z,V jn(x, t)= 1`h jn V j 1 t− t jn(h jn)2 , x−x jnh jn 2 ,U jn(x, t)= 1`h jn U j 1 t− t jn(h jn)2 , x−x jnh jn 2 ,
W ln= C
l
j=1
U jn ,
f ln= C
l
j=1
p(U jn)−p 1 Cl
j=1
U jn+w
l
n+r
l
n
2 .
(3.6)
The function r ln provided by (1.23) satisfies the equation
˛ i“tr ln+12 Dr ln=f ln
r ln(0, x)=C
l
j=1
(V jn−U
j
n)(0, x).
(3.7)
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We also introduce the norm
|||g|||I=||Ng||L10/3(I×R3)+||g||L10(I×R3). (3.8)
Note that, by Strichartz estimates (1.7) and (1.8), we get
|||e i (t/2) Dj|||R [ C ||Nj||L2(R3) (3.9)
for every j ¥ H˙1(R3). In the rest of the paper we note, for every a ¥ R,
c ln(a)=||Nr
l
n(a, .)||L2(R3). (3.10)
Recall that our purpose is to prove that
lim sup
nQ.
(sup
t ¥ R
E(r ln(t, .))+|||r
l
n |||R)|0lQ. 0. (3.11)
The following lemma is a combination of Strichartz estimates and energy
inequalities.
Lemma 3.1. Let v ¥ C([a, b], H˙1(R3)) be a solution on I=[a, b] of the
nohomogeneous Schro¨dinger equation
i“tv+12 Dv=f, (3.12)
with Nf ¥ L10/7(I×R3). Then we have
|||v|||I+sup
t ¥ I
E1/20 (v(t)) [ C(E1/20 (v(a))+||Nf||L10/7(I×R3)). (3.13)
Applying Lemma 3.1 to r ln on I=[a, b], we obtain
|||r ln |||I+sup
t ¥ I
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)) [ C(c ln(a)+||Nf ln ||L10/7(I×R3)). (3.14)
On the other hand, we estimate
||Nf ln ||L10/7(I×R3) [ >N 1 Cl
j=1
p(U jn)−p(W
l
n)2>
L10/7(I×R3)
+||N(p(W ln+w
l
n)−p(W
l
n))||L10/7(I×R3)
+||N(p(W ln+w
l
n+r
l
n)−p(W
l
n+w
l
n))||L10/7(I×R3). (3.15)
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Furthermore, a combination of Leibnitz formula and Hölder inequality
gives
||N(p(W ln+w
l
n+r
l
n)−p(W
l
n+w
l
n))||L 10/7 (I×R3)
[ C(|||W ln+w ln |||3I ||W ln+w ln ||L10(I×R3) |||r ln |||I
+C
5
a=2
|||W ln+w
l
n |||
(5−a)
I |||r
l
n |||
a
I). (3.16)
We set
d ln=||N(p(W
l
n+w
l
n)−p(W
l
n))||L10/7(R4)+>N 1 Cl
j=1
p(U jn)−p(W
l
n)2>
L10/7(R4)
.
(3.17)
Putting together (3.14), (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17), it follows that
|||r ln |||I+sup
t ¥ I
E1/20 (r
l
n(t))
[ C(c ln(a)+d ln+|||W ln+w ln |||3R ||W ln
+w ln ||L10(I×R3) |||r
l
n |||I+C
5
a=2
|||W ln+w
l
n |||
(5−a)
R |||r
l
n |||
a
I). (3.18)
We prepare several propositions. The first one gives a uniform bound on
|||W ln+w
l
n |||R.
Proposition 3.2. There exists C > 0, such that, for every l \ 1,
lim sup
nQ.
|||W ln+w
l
n |||R [ C. (3.19)
In view of (3.18) and Proposition 3.2, we get for every l \ 1 and
n \N(l),
|||r ln |||I+sup
t ¥ I
E1/20 (r
l
n(t))
[ C 1c ln(a)+d ln++||W ln+w ln ||L10(I×R3) |||r ln |||I+C5
a=2
|||r ln |||
a
I
2. (3.20)
The second proposition shows that under a suitable finite partition of R,
one can absorb the linear term in |||r ln |||I in the right-hand side of (3.20).
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Proposition 3.3. For every e > 0, there exists an n-dependent finite par-
tition of R+
R+=[0, a1n]z
I1n
2 [a1n, a2n]z
I2n
2 · · · 2 [anp−1, +.]z
Ipn
, (3.21)
such that
lim sup
nQ.
||W ln+w
l
n ||L10(I in ×R3) [ e (3.22)
for every 1 [ i [ p and every l \ 1.
The third proposition proves the smallness of d ln .
Proposition 3.4.
lim sup
nQ.
d ln |0lQ. 0. (3.23)
We postpone the proofs of Propositions 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 for a while.
Now, we are in position to achieve the proof of Theorem 1.12. Applying
(3.20) on an interval I in , provided by Proposition 3.3, we get
|||r ln |||I in+sup
t ¥ I in
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)) [ C 1c ln(a in)+d ln+2e |||r ln |||I in+C5
a=2
|||r ln |||
a
I in
2
(3.24)
for every l \ 1 and n \N(l). If we choose e so that Ce < 14 , we obtain
|||r ln |||I in+sup
t ¥ I in
E1/20 1 r ln(t)) [ C(c ln(a in)+d ln+C5
a=2
|||r ln |||
a
I in
2 . (3.25)
For i=1, (3.25) reads
|||r ln |||I1n+sup
t ¥ I1n
E1/20 1 r ln(t)) [ C(c ln(0)+d ln+C5
a=2
|||r ln |||
a
I1n
2 . (3.26)
Recall that, in view of definition of nonlinear profiles and c ln , we have
c ln(0) [ C
l
j=1
>N(U j−V j) 1 −t jn
(h jn)
2
2>
L2(R3)
|0
nQ. 0 (3.27)
for every l \ 1. Now we need the following classical lemma. The easy proof
is left to the reader.
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Lemma 3.5. Let M=M(t) be a positive continuous function on [0, T],
such that M(0)=0 and, for every t ¥ [0, T], we have
M(t) [ C 1a+C5
a=2
Ma(t)2 , (3.28)
with 0 < a < a0=a0(C). Then we have, for every t ¥ [0, T],
M(t) [ 2Ca. (3.29)
From (3.23 ) and (3.27), it follows that, for every l large enough, there
exists N(l), such that
c ln(0)+d
l
n [ a0(C) (3.30)
for every n \N(l). We denote by M ln the function defined on I1n=[0, a1n]
by
M ln(s)=|||r
l
n |||[0, s]+
s
a1n
sup
t ¥ [0, s]
E1/20 (r
l
n(s)). (3.31)
It is clear that (3.25) still holds if we replace I1n=[0, a
1
n] by [0, s] for every
s ¥ I1n . Thus,
M ln(s) [ C 1c ln(0)+d ln+ C5
a=2
(M ln)
a (s) 2 . (3.32)
Hence, M ln satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.5 for l large and n \N(l),
and so
M ln(a
1
n)=|||r
l
n |||I1n+sup
t ¥ I
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)) [ 2C(c ln(0)+d ln) (3.33)
for l large and n \N(l). Summing (3.23), (3.27), and (3.33), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
(|||r ln |||I1n+sup
t ¥ I1n
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)))|0lQ. 0. (3.34)
On the other hand, in view of notation (3.10), we have
c ln(a
1
n) [ sup
t ¥ I1n
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)), (3.35)
which gives
lim sup
nQ.
c ln(a
1
n)|0lQ. 0. (3.36)
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This fact allows us to repeat the same argument on I2n=[a
1
n , a
2
n]. We get,
similarly,
|||r ln |||I2n+sup
t ¥ I2n
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)) [ C(c ln(a1n)+d ln), (3.37)
so that
lim sup
nQ.
(|||r ln |||I2n+sup
t ¥ I2n
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)))|0lQ. 0. (3.38)
By iterating this process, we prove that, for every 1 [ i [ p,
lim sup
nQ.
(|||r ln |||I in+sup
t ¥ I in
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)))|0lQ. 0. (3.39)
Since p does not depend on n and l, we get
lim sup
nQ.
(|||r ln |||R++sup
t ¥ R+
E1/20 (r
l
n(t)))|0lQ. 0. (3.40)
A similar decomposition to (3.21) for R− can be provided. Arguing as
above we prove
lim sup
nQ.
(|||r ln |||R−+sup
t ¥ R−
E1/20 (r
l
n(t))|0lQ. 0 (3.41)
which gives finally
lim sup
nQ.
[|||r ln |||R+sup
t ¥ R
E1/20 (r
l
n(t))]|0lQ. 0. (3.42)
Since
E(r ln(t)) [ E0(r ln(t))(1+E0(r ln(t))2)|0lQ. 0, (3.43)
it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
[|||r ln |||R+sup
t ¥ R
E1/2(r ln(t))]|0lQ. 0. (3.44)
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.12. L
Proof of Proposition 3.2. First, observe that from (1.13) and (3.9), it
follows that
lim sup
nQ.
|||w ln |||R [ C lim sup
nQ.
E1/2(w ln) [ C lim sup
nQ.
E1/2(v −n) [ C
(3.45)
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for every l \ 1. Thereby, to obtain (3.19), it suffices to prove that
lim sup
nQ.
|||W ln |||R [ C (3.46)
for every l \ 1. Second, by Lemma 2.7 and Remark 2.8 we have, for every l,
||W ln ||
10
L10(R4)
|0
nQ. C
l
j=1
||U j||
10
L10(R4)
, ||NW ln ||
10/3
L10/3(R4)
|0
nQ. C
l
j=1
||NU j||
10/3
L10/3(R4)
.
(3.47)
Hence, (3.46) will follow if we prove that the series ;j \ 1 |||U j|||10/3R are
convergent. However, (1.13) and (3.9) imply that
C
j \ 1
|||V j|||10/3R [ C( C
l \ 1
E0(V j)5/3) [ C. (3.48)
In the last line we have used the fact that the series ;l \ 1 E0(V j) are
convergent. Thus, it suffices to prove that
|||U j|||R [ C |||V j|||R (3.49)
for j large. This fact will follow from the following
Lemma 3.6. There exists d0 > 0, such that if v is a solution of Eq. (1.2)
with
|||v|||R [ d0, (3.50)
then the solution u of Eq. (1.17) with v(T, x)=u(T, x) for some T ¥
[−.,+.] satisfies
|||u|||R [ 2 |||v|||R. (3.51)
Proof. We assume that ||N(u−v)(x, −.)||L2(R3)=0 (the others cases can
be handled similarly). Let (Tn)n \ 0 be a sequence of numbers converging to
+. as n 0+.. We set
Jn=[−Tn, Tn]. (3.52)
The difference, w=u−v, satisfies
3 i“tw+12 Dw=|w+v|4 (w+v)
w(−Tn, x)=(u−v)(−Tn, x).
(3.53)
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From Lemma 3.1, it follows that
|||w|||Jn [ C(||N(u−v)(−Tn, .)||L2(R3)+|||v|||
5
Jn+|||w|||
5
Jn ). (3.54)
The first condition on d0 is that d
5
0 < a0/2 (a0 is the small constant from
Lemma 3.5). Using the fact that ||N(u−v)(x, −Tn)||L2(R3) 0 0 as n goes to
infinity , we get, for n large,
||N(u−v)(x, −Tn)||L2(R3)+|||v|||
5
Jn [ a0. (3.55)
Thus, for n large, the function M: sW |||w|||[−Tn , s] satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 3.5 on [−Tn , Tn] , so that
M(Tn)=|||w|||Jn [ 2C(||N(u−v)(x, −Tn)||L2(R3)+|||v|||
5
Jn ), (3.56)
for n large. Letting n go to ., we infer
|||w|||R [ 2C |||v|||5R . (3.57)
Hence
|||u|||R [ |||w|||R+|||v|||R [ 2C |||v|||5R+|||v|||R [ (2C |||v|||4R+1) |||v|||R.
(3.58)
The choice of d0 satisfying the second condition 2Cd
4
0 [ 1 concludes the
proof of Lemma 3.6. L
We return to the proof of Proposition 3.2. From (3.48), it ensues that
|||V j|||R [ d0, (3.59)
for j large enough, where d0 is as in Lemma 3.6. Moreover, by definition of
the nonlinear profile U j (given in Definition 1.11), we have
||N(U j−V j)(Tj)||L2(R3)=0, (3.60)
where T j=limnQ.−t
j
n/(h
j
n)
2 . Consequently, V j and U j satisfy the condi-
tions of Lemma 3.6 for j large and, then, (3.49) holds. This achieves the
proof of Proposition 3.2. L
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let e > 0 be a small fixed number. First,
recall that from (1.12) with r=q=10, we get
lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||L10(R4) |0lQ. 0. (3.61)
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Then, there exists l1 \ 1, such that
lim sup
nQ.
||w ln ||L10(R4) [ e/2 (3.62)
for every l \ l1. Second, by Lemma 2.7, we have, for every l \ l2 \ 1,
lim sup
nQ.
||W ln ||L10(R4) [ lim sup
nQ.
||W l2n ||L10(R4)+1 Cl
j=l2+1
||U j||
10
L10(R4)
21/10.
(3.63)
Recall also that the series ;.j=1 ||U j||10L10(R4) are convergent then we can
choose l2, such that
1 C
j \ l2
||U j||
10
L10(R4)
21/10 [ e
4
. (3.64)
Putting together (3.63) and (3.64), it follows that
lim sup
nQ.
||W ln+w
l
n ||L10(R4) [ 34 e+lim sup
nQ.
||W l3n ||L10(R4) (3.65)
for every l \ l3=sup(l1, l2). The idea is to construct l3 partial finite parti-
tion as (3.21) relatively to jth profile, for every 1 [ j [ l3, and the global
decomposition is obtained by intersecting all the partial ones. Note that the
partition (3.21) is needed for n large, then in the next construction we take
n large enough. For j=1, we have three possibilities.
(i) If t1n/(h
1
n)
2 |0
nQ. +., then
R+=[0, t
1
n−T
p(h1n)
2] 2 [t1n−Tp(h1n)2, t1n−Tp−1(h1n)2]
2 · · · 2 [t1n−T1(h1n)2, t1n] 2 2 [t1n, t1n+T1(h1n)2]
2 [t1n+T1(h1n)2, t1n+T2(h1n)2] 2 · · · 2 [t1n+Tp(h1n)2,+.[,
(3.66)
whereT0=0< T1 < · · · < Tp < Tp+1=+. satisfying ||U1||L10({T i [ |t| [ T i+1}×R3)
[ e/4l3 , for every 0 [ i [ p.
(ii) If t1n/(h
1
n)
2 |0
nQ. b ¥ ]−.,+.[, then
R+=[0, T1(h
1
n)
2] 2 [T1(h1n)2, T2(h1n)2] 2 · · · 2 [Tp(h1n)2,+.[, (3.67)
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where T0=0<T1 < ·· · < Tp < Tp+1=+. satisfying ||U1||L10([T i−b, T i+1−b]×R3)
[ e/4l3 , for every 0 [ i [ p.
(iii) If t1n/(h
1
n)
2 |0
nQ. −., then
R+=[0,+.[. (3.68)
This gives the decomposition for j=1. Arguing similarly we construct a
partial decomposition for every j=2, ..., l3. Finally, the global decomposi-
tion is obtained by intersecting all the partial ones. L
Proof of Proposition 3.4. The proof is divided into two parts. In the
first one we prove that, for every l \ 1,
>N 1 Cl
j=1
p(U jn)−p 1 Cl
j=1
U jn 22>
L10/7(R4)
|0
nQ. 0. (3.69)
In the second and main one, we prove
lim sup
nQ.
||N(p(W ln+w
l
n)−p(W
l
n))||L10/7(R4) |0lQ. 0. (3.70)
Part 1. The left-hand side of (3.69) is bounded by a sum of quantities
as
Dn=||N(U
j1
n U
j2
n U
j3
n U
j4
n U
j5
n )||L10/7(R4), (3.71)
when not all jk are equal. Arguing in the same way as in the proof of
Lemma 2.7, we get easily
Dn |0nQ. 0, (3.72)
and concludes the proof of (3.69).
Part 2. By Leibnitz formula and Hölder inequality we get
||N(p(W ln+w
l
n)−p(W
l
n))||L10/7(R4)
[ C(||w ln ||L10(R4) |||W ln+w ln |||4R+|||W ln |||3R ||W lnN(wnl )||L5/2(R4)). (3.73)
Putting together (1.12), (3.19), and (3.73), it follows that if we prove
lim sup
nQ.
||W lnN(w
l
n)||L5/2(R4) |0lQ. 0, (3.74)
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then the proof of (3.70) is done. On the other hand, the convergence of the
the series ;j \ 1 ||U j||10L10(R4) implies that , for every e > 0, there exists l(e),
such that
C
j \ l(e)
||U j||
10
L10(R4)
[ e10. (3.75)
In particular
lim sup
nQ.
>1 Cl
j=l(e)
U jn 2N(wnl )>10
L5/2(R4)
[ 1 C
j \ l(e)
||U j||
10
L10(R4)
2 lim sup
nQ.
||Nw ln ||
10
L10/3(R4)
[ Ce10.(3.76)
The last inequality follows from the fact that ||Nw ln ||L10/3(R4) is uniformly
bounded. Thereby,
lim sup
nQ.
||W lnN(w
n
l )||L5/2(R4) [ lim sup
nQ.
||W l(e)n N(w
l
n)||L5/2(R4)+Ce, (3.77)
for l \ l(e). Hence, our problem is reduced to prove that
lim sup
nQ.
||W l0n N(w
l
n)||L5/2(R4) |0lQ. 0 (3.78)
for every fixed l0 \ 1. SinceW l0n =; l0j=1 U jn , we have to show that
lim sup
nQ.
||U jn N(w
l
n)||L5/2(R4) |0lQ. 0 (3.79)
for every l0 \ j \ 1. A change of variables x=h jny+xn, t=(h jn)2s+tn gives
||U jnN(w
l
n)||L5/2(R4)=||U
j N(w˜ ln)||L5/2(R4), (3.80)
where
w˜nl (s, y)=`h jn w ln((h jn)2 s+tn, h jn y+xn). (3.81)
Observe that
||w ln ||L10(R4)=||w˜
l
n ||L10(R4) and ||Nw
l
n ||L10/3(R4)=||Nw˜
l
n ||L10/3(R4). (3.82)
By density, we can take U j ¥ C.0 . Using Hölder’s inequality, it is enough to
prove
lim sup
nQ.
||Nw˜ ln ||L2(B) |0lQ. 0, (3.83)
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where B is a fixed compact of Rt×R
3
x. This fact will follow from the
following
Lemma 3.7. Let B be a compact set of Rt×R
3
x . Then, for every e > 0,
there exists a constant Ce such that
||Nv||L2(B) [ Ce ||v||L10(R4)+e ||Nv(0, .)||L2(R3) (3.84)
for every v(t, x) solution to linear Schrödinger equation (1.2).
Proof. Assume that (3.84) does not hold. Then there exist an e > 0 and
a sequence (vm)m \ 0 of solutions to linear Schrödinger equation (1.2), such
that
||Nvm ||L2(B) > m ||vm ||L10(R4)+e ||Nvm(0, .)||L2(R3). (3.85)
We set v˜m=vm/||Nvm ||L2(B). From (3.85), it follows that
1 > m ||v˜m ||L10(R4)+e ||Nv˜m(0, .)||L2(R3). (3.86)
Hence, ||Nv˜m(0, .)||L2(R3) is bounded and
||v˜m ||L10(R4) |0mQ. 0. (3.87)
By Strichartz estimates (1.7) with r=q=103 we conclude that ||Nv˜m ||L10/3(R4)
is also bounded. Thus, in view of (3.87), there exists a subsequence of (v˜m),
also denoted (v˜m), such that
Nv˜m E 0 weakly in L10/3(R4). (3.88)
We need the following lemma (the proof is easy; see Lemma 3.23 in [MV]
for two spatial dimensions).
Lemma 3.8. Let (jm)m \ 1 and j be in L2(R3). The following statements
are equivalent.
(i) jm E j weakly in L2(R3).
(ii) e i(t/2) Djm E e i (t/2) Dj weakly in L10/3(R4).
We set km=Nv˜m(0, .). From (3.88) and the previous lemma, it follows
that, up to a subsequence,
||e i (t/2) Dkm ||L2(B)=1 and km E 0 weakly in L2(R3). (3.89)
The fact (3.89) is contrary to the compactness of the operator k- U(t) k
from L2(R3) to L2loc(R
4) ( see Proposition 1.4 ). Then (3.84) holds. L
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We return to the proof of Proposition 3.4. By applying Lemma 3.7 to w˜ ln
defined in (3.81), we get
||Nw˜ ln ||L2(B) [ Ce ||w˜ ln ||L10(R4)+e ||Nw˜ ln(0, .)||L2(R3). (3.90)
The invariance of the L10(R4) and H˙1(R3) norms by the change of variables
x=h jn y+x
j
n , t=(h
j
n)
2 s+t jn gives
||Nw˜ ln ||L2(B) [ Ce ||w ln ||L10(R4)+e ||Nw ln(0, .)||L2(R3). (3.91)
Putting together (1.12), (1.13), and (3.91), it follows that
lim sup
lQ.
(lim sup
nQ.
||Nw˜ ln ||L2(B)) [ Ce. (3.92)
Since e is arbitrary, (3.83) holds. This concludes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
L
3.1. Proof of Corollary 1.14
Assume that the a priori estimate (1.25) fails; then there exists some
sequence (un) of solution to (1.17), such that
sup
n
E0(un) < l0, |||un |||R |0nQ. +.. (3.93)
Theorem 1.12 applied to the sequence (un(0, .)) shows that there exists a
subsequence (u −n) of (un), such that
u −n=C
l
j=1
1
`h jn
U j 1 t− t jn
(h jn)
2 ,
x−x jn
h jn
2+w ln(t, x)+r ln(t, x) (3.94)
with
lim sup
nQ.
|||w ln+r
l
n |||R [ C (3.95)
for every l \ 1. Hence,
lim sup
nQ.
|||u −n |||R [ lim sup
nQ.
|||w ln+r
l
n |||R+C
l
j=1
|||U j|||R <+.. (3.96)
This implies that (u −n) is bounded in ||| |||R norm, which contradicts (3.93)
and proves the existence of some function A satisfying (1.25). This com-
pletes the proof of Corollary 1.14.
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